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Pick up and drop off your  
rented gear at your Girl Scout 
Leadership Center — either 
Memphis or Tupelo.

Return all rented gear 
better than you found it.  
This means all gear is clean, dry,  
and not missing any pieces (tent 
poles, strings, rain flys, or straps).

You won’t be charged for items 
damaged due to normal wear. 
Additional charges will apply for lost  
or broken items. However, you will  
be charged the full price of any gear  
damaged significantly or not returned.

Check out our rental gear price list  
for your next outdoor adventure. 
Complete the form ONE MONTH before the date the gear is needed. 
Rented gear is good for ONE WEEK from the pick up date.

Rent
Your Own

Gear!

backpacks
Kelty® External Frame (adult)

Osprey Ace 48® (youth)

Osprey Renn 65® (adult)

Osprey Ace 50® (youth)

Osprey Kestrel 48® (adult)

tents & hammocks
Ozark® Dome Tent (holds 3)

Ozark® Trail Junior Dome Tent 
Coleman® Highline II Dome Tent (holds 4)

Eureka® Back Country Tent (holds 1)

Ozark® 3 Connection Dome Tent (holds 9-10)

Apriller® Hammock (holds 2)

Eno® Hammock (holds 2)

sleeping bags
Slumber Jack® (20° to -7° C)

Kelty Mistrel® (20°)

Foam Bedrolls

other gear
Cookstoves (gas not included)

Sawyer® Water Purifier

$85
$160
$165
$170
$180

$25
$30
$40
$75

$225
$20
$75

$50
$60
$20

$30
$20

$20
$20
$20
$20
$20

$5
$5

$10
$20
$25

$5
$20

$10
$10
 $5 

$5
$5 

PURCHASE price RENTAL price

let’s compare pricing...

Browse
the catalog
to see all 
the gear you 
can rent!



backpacks

Kelty® External Frame (adult)
purchase: $85

rent: $20

Osprey Ace 48® (youth)
purchase: $160

rent: $20

Osprey Renn 65® (adult)
purchase: $165

rent: $20

Osprey Ace 50® (youth)
purchase: $170

rent: $20

Osprey Kestrel 48® (adult)
purchase: $180

rent: $20

Rental Gear Price List



Ozark® Dome Tent (holds 3)
purchase: $25

rent: $5

Coleman® Highline II  
Dome Tent (holds 4)

purchase: $40
rent: $10

Ozark® Connection 
Dome Tent (holds 9-10)

purchase: $225
rent: $25

Apriller® Hammock (holds 2)
purchase: $20

rent: $5

Ozark® Trail Junior 
Dome Tent
purchase: $30

rent: $5

Eureka® Back Country Tent (holds 1)
purchase: $75

rent: $20

Eno® Hammock (holds 2)
purchase: $75

rent: $20

tents & hammocks

Rental Gear Price List



Slumber Jack® 
(20° to -7° C)
purchase: $50

rent: $10

Kelty Mistrel® (20°)
purchase: $60

rent: $10

Foam Bedrolls
purchase: $20

rent: $5

sleeping bags

Rental Gear Price List



Cookstoves
(gas not included)

purchase: $30
rent: $5

Sawyer® Water Purifier
purchase: $20

rent: $5

other gear

Questions?
info@girlscoutshs.org

camp smarter!

Rental Gear Price List


